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Phillips Davison on the news media
and international negotiation and
Harold Isaacs’s classic 1958 study,
Scratches on Our Minds: American
Images of China and India, also are
relevant to Van Dinh’s study.
Communication and Diplomacy
in a Changing World is a unique and
welcome addition to the literature on
a subject of acknowledged importance. In it, students of the media,
foreign policy (including diplomacy),
and public opinion will find insights
and perspectives that may help to
sharpen their own inquiry. Many may
also find themselves hoping that Tran
Van Dinh and other scholars will
expand on a number of themes that.
deserve greater attention than is possible in a relatively short book.

Computers and fences
Tne Ideology of the Information Age
edited by Jennifer Daryl Slack and
Fred Fejes. Norwood, N.J.: Ablex,
1987. 288 pages. $37.50 (hard).
A review by Sue Curry Jansen

Cedar Crest College
and Muhlenberg College
Ivan Illich contends that “computers
are doing to communications what
fences did to pastures.” The essays in
this volume examine the role ideology plays in facilitating the new international enclosure movement.
The thematic scope is diverse,
ranging from analysis of institutional
advertising for the information society by telecommunications conglomerates to the prospects for microrevo-
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lutions in the Third World. However,
the fifteen essays are held together by
collective subscription to two general
assumptions: first, that the information age is “contested terrain,” the
site of political, economic, and ideological struggle; and second, that ideology conditions the institutional
arrangements of the information age,
the ways it is experienced, and what
it will become. Some of the authors
interpret the second assumption
reflexively by displaying sensitivity to
the possible ideological shadings in
their own descriptions; others do not.
Prefaced by a short descriptive
introduction by Jennifer Daryl Slack,
the collection is divided into two sections. Part one contains theoretical
essays by Martin Allor and Peter
Dahlgren, both of which demonstrate
that the ambiguity and elasticity of
the term “ideology” does not negate
its utility as “a tool box in concrete
analysis.” The essays in part two use
the instruments in this conceptual
tool box to launch a three-front
assault on the “contested terrain.”
The philosophical and theoretical
assumptions of the ideology of the
information age are under the command of Carolyn Marvin, Wolfgang
Pircher, and Jan Ekecrantz. Images of
the future projected by corporate
propaganda, by Western (especially
US.) communications policy, and by
neoconservative social theory are surveyed and critiqued by Kevin Robins
and Frank Webster, T. R. Young, Lars
Qvortrup, Jerry L. Salvaggio, Fred
Fejes and James Schwoch, and Robert
Jacobson. The international dimension is mapped by Ren&Jean Ravault,
M. Isabel Valdes, Georg-Michael Luyken, and Armand Mattelart.
Since each section is devoted to
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critiquing a different facet of the ideology of the information age, redundancy is largely contained. Fortunately, however, the more fruitful
avenue of overlap-convergence-is
left open. Several shared critical
markers can be located along this
route: concern over the commodification, privatization, and restriction of
information; critique of the alarming
progress of what Martin Heidegger
once called the “mathematical project” of the Western world, the tendency to ignore and ultimately annihilate forms of comniunications that
cannot be accommodated by quantitative models; the widespread tendency of advertisers, policy-makers,
and establishment theorists toward
uncritical “technoiogicai optimism”;
the facile assumptions by information-age apologists that technology is
neutral; the tendency to conceive of
the world as primarily, if not exclusively, a market, a source and site of
labor and exchange; the use of new
information technologies as instruments of social control reproducing
and solidifying old patterns of
domestic and international (North/
South) domination; concern over the
decline of the public sphere and the
reduction of citizen participation
(where it exists at all) to “teleparliaments” that reduce the range of
political discourse to preformulated
“yes/no” options; and strong commit
ments to developing democratic
alternatives. The sustained attempt to
give voice to theories and ideologies
that can provide alternatives to the
near-monopoly of information age
discourse by technological optimists
and technological moralists is laudable. And, in my judgment, it is
largely, if unevenly, successful.
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Ironically, unevenness-contrasts
in erudition and openness to reflexivity-actually provides the auspices
for the success of part one, “The
Role of Ideology Critique in the
Information Age.” Dahlgren’s carefully crafted attempt to retain the critical edge of ideological analysis without succumbing to naive objectivism
or unrestrained relativism subtlely
but lethally underscores the hazards
in Allor’s (and Marx’s) conflation of
conceptions of ideology and social
constructivism. The contrast between
the two positions maps the poles of
current left-critical interpretations of
conceptions of ideology.
Allor is no lightweight, however;
he is aware of the ambiguities in
Marx’s formulation. “Information,
Institution, and Ideology: On the
Discursive Control of Communication
Systems” offers an informed exegesis
of the two rhetorical tensions in
Marx’s texts on ideology-a “camera
obscura” metaphor that treats ideology as false consciousness versus a
structural or “topological” metaphor
that treats ideology as ubiquitous.
Allor moderates his embrace of the
Marxian problematic in two ways.
First, he accepts Althusser’s “resolution” of the (in my view, creative)
tension in Marx’s usages. This resolution conflates Marx’s double meanings by asserting that for “the vast
majority of men” (but not for the theoretical vanguard) there is no consciousness except in the structures of
ideology. Second, Allor offers an
interesting reconceptualization of
Gramsci’s concept of “hegemony” as
a “leaky system,” thereby suggesting
the possibility “to deflect, subvert,
and reject the representations of the
dominant order.” However, the leaks
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in Allor’s hegemony are not big
enough to save his concept of ideology. Like the “topological” Marx,
Althusser, and others such as Stuart
Hall who embrace the Althusserian
concept of ideology, Allor embraces
a kind of “crypto-objectivism”that
conflates ideology and knowledge.
This, in turn, blunts the critical edge
of ideological analysis; it leaves the
critic free to stack the conceptual
deck and to thereby dogmatically
determine the outcome of all arguments.
In contrast, Dahlgren’s “Ideology
and Information in the Public
Sphere” articulates a version of critical theory that is far more (philosophically and methodologically)
radical. Dahlgren maintains that a
critical theory for our times must analyze the “new developments with the
aim of resisting further erosion of
democracy and of extending its present limits.” In order to do this, he
contends, “our conceptual tools must
be as sharp as possible.” His essay
hones these tools to a razor-sharp
precision by systematically integrating
methods that have proven useful in a
variety of theoretical and analytic
contexts. In a virtuoso performance
Dahlgren then uses these methods to
systematically cut to the core of ideological discourse on videotex technologies; his analysis demonstrates
how such practices as legitimation,
dissimulation, reification, selective
coding, and mythologizing are used
to giftwrap domination. Dahlgren recognizes the ubiquity of ideology, the
persuasiveness of social consuuctivism, the obsolescence of naive objectivism and naive empiricism, and
therefore the necessity of developing
strategies for ideological critique that
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combine methodological rigor and
radical reflexivity. His effort exemplifies the continuing promise of a
refurbished critical theory; it points
to a way out of the impasse that has
cast a shadow over the British cultural studies tradition that once
seemed so innovative. In sum, Dahlgren’s essay is the high point of this
collection.
The essays that immediately follow
it mark the low point. Commissioned
to address the “philosophical and
theoretical assumptions” of the information age, they display more confidence than coherence. Some interesting kernels of information can be
found in this section (e.g., Pircher’s
discussion of “statistical civilization”
and telegraphy), but the reader must
assume the full burden for extracting
these kernels from the loosely integrated fragments and aphoristic
digressions in which they are buried.
Certainly there is no systematic or
sustained philosophical or theoretical
analysis.
Even Ekecrantz, who undertakes a
promising assignment in “The Sociological Order of the New Information
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Age” and manages to deliver a synthesis of some provocative ideas
drawn from T. S. Eliot, Regis Debray,
Michel Foucault, and Russell Jacoby,
ultimately fails to keep the promise
of his title. A sociological analysis of
the information age that fails to
examine the impacts of the new
information technologies on the
working conditions, leisure pursuits,
class structure, and gender relations
of ordinary people-not academics
who live by the pen, podium, or
word processor-does not effectively
meet the challenges of a critical sociology. However, even as purely academic theorizing, Ekecrantz’s work
displays a blind spot that is shared by
most of his collaborators and many
other contemporary critical theorists:
the tendency to assume that our generation is the first one to seriously
confront the knot that binds power
and knowledge. Ekecrantz maintains
that “we can learn little” from the
sociology of knowledge because “it
developed before the advent of the
modern media and has not developed significantly further the last few
decades.” This cavalier dismissal is
hard to support in the wake of Dahlgren’s demonstration that the legacy
of this wrongly neglected discipline
can be enormously productive. A critical theory that is worthy of its history
cannot afford to ignore it.
In sum, most of this section is contentious without being convincing.
Great rhetorical energy is expended
demolishing positions that few serious contemporary philosophers,
social theorists, or institutional economists hold.
The second section of part two,
“Images of the Future,” is more
rewarding. The essays by Robins and
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Webster and by Young cover familiar
territory; they critique the technological optimism of Daniel Bell and
Alvin Toffler. However, they do it so
well that it is worth making the
return trip. Robins and Webster’s collaborative effort, “Information as Capital: A Critique of Daniel Bell,” conceives of Bell’s perspective as an
extension of Taylorism-“technology
with a human face.” Robins and
Webster carefully identify, mark, and
critique the parallels in Taylor’s and
Bell’s texts. Bell’s claims to pluralism
and his easy equation of the decentralization of technology with an
increase in human freedom and
choice are exposed as untenable. In
the end, Robins and Webster claim,
the ambiguities and contradictions in
Bell’s thinking provide a cover for an
acceleration of the mind/hand aliena.
tion reified by Taylorism. This analysis may do some injustice to Bell,
who often appears to harbor genuine
ambivalences about information technologies; however, it provides a compelling critique of the consequences
of Bell’s inability to resolve those
ambivalences or to effectively distance himself from corporate popularizers who ignore his personal
angst.
Young’s “Information, Ideology
and Political Reality: Against Toffler”
continues the assault. Exposing the
usefulness of Toffler’s technological
determinism and technological optimism as administrative tools in class
politics and corporate domination,
Young maintains that the ideological
apparatus crafted from theoretical
speculations of the Toffler and Bell
genre accelerates the collapse of the
public sphere in capitalist societies.
Echoing the view of Robins and
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Webster, he concludes that “democratic politics cannot function with
alienated knowledge processes.”
Qvortrup’s “The Information Age:
Ideal and Reality” covers some of the
same territory as his predecessors but
adds James Martin’s The Wired Society (1978) and Yoneji Masuda’s The
Information Society as Post-Industrial
Society (1980) to the index of critical
demonology. Qvortrup, too, makes a
compelling case for the proposition
that “the most important function of
information technology is to reproduce capitalism by increasing its productivity and profitability.” Nevertheless, Qvortrup warns against
surrendering control of discourse on
technology to those who represent
reactionary values.
Extrapolating from current trends,
Fejes and Schwoch’s somewhat turgid essay, “A Competing Ideology of
the Information Age: A Two-Sector
Model for the New Information Society,” articulates a heuristic model of
present capitalist (primarily US.)
society that stands in marked contrast
to the vision put forth by Bell, Toffler, et al. The specter of the information age that haunts Fejes and
Schwoch is one in which the material
sector would be socialized under the
auspices of the state and the information sector would become privatized.
The leaks in capitalist hegemony
would be plugged and the fences
built by the new enclosure movement would have secure locks. In
sum, the political structure would be
democratic in form but corporatist in
fact.
Salvaggio’s “Projecting a Positive
Image of the Information Society”
moves in a fresh direction. He examines the message content of the bil-
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lion-dollar-plus advertising and public relations campaigns conducted by
information industries to ensure that
the information society does not
remain a futuristic vision. These message systems portray the new technologies as humanistic, pervasive, and
necessary; they extol “networking” as
the “life blood” of large and small
businesses and communities; they
clothe old ideas in sleek new spaceage words like “telestafhg” and
“telemarketing.” The fantasies the
industries cultivate-e.g., fully interactive television for all viewers-are
often unrealistic, and no efforts are
made to assess the social impacts of
the new information technologies
before they are introduced. Salvaggio
concludes with a strong plea for
completion (by whom?) of such
impact studies before the infrastructure of contemporary society is transformed beyond recall.
The short essay that concludes this
section, Jacobson’s “Shaping the
Information Age Policy Agenda: The
California Experience,” suggests
coopting information age propaganda
and using it for progressive goals. To
this end, Jacobson urges critical communication scholars to become
involved in the policy process
through government service (which,
he maintains, is no more compromising than university service).
Although there is some repetition
in the final section, “The International Dimension,” virtually all of the
essays collected there merit a place
on the required reading lists of our
students. Some of the content of
these essays is not new to critical
scholars, but the comparative statistics on access to telephone, computer, and satellite technologies in
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information-rich and informationpoor nations collected here are stunning enough to remind even the
most jaded of their obligations. My
discussion is limited to Valdes’s and
Luyken’s essays because they add to
the synthetic thrust of this review, not
because the other contributions are
less significant or accessible.
In “Third World Countries and
Conflicting Ideologies of the Information Age,” Valdes puts to rest the
contention that technology is neutral.
She demonstrates that information
technologies are cultural artifacts that
are crafted from and embody the past
learning, challenges, priorities, and
values of the social systems that produced them. Valdes examines the
four tactics that the U.S. establishment uses to cultivate the “optimistic
naive view” of technology among
Third World decision-makers-the
view that these technologies will
accelerate the development process,
promote modernization, and encourage self-reliance. Critical researchers
have devoted a great deal of attention
to analysis of three of these four
channels-foreign aid, international
policymaking agencies, and mass
media and advertising-but have not
fully examined the one that strikes
closest to home or, more accurately,
work: the role U S . higher education
plays in colonization of the minds of
Third World intellectuals and policymakers. Valdes points out that the
United States became the center of
world domination and the center of
world education at the same point in
the twentieth century; from 1955 to
1981 the number of Third World students in the United States increased
by a factor of ten to 271,520. Once
back home, US.-trained students act
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as bridges to the First World. They
frequently become policymakers and
administrators with alien ideologies,
knowledge bases, and technological
appetites. In the natural course of
events, these human bridges also
tend to recommend their former professors to commissions as consultants
in national development. Valdes does
not recommend rejection of higher
education by Third World students,
but she points to the need for more
“appropriate” training if the Third
World is to protect national sovereignty and enhance its prospects for
effective progress. Similarly, she advocates selective adoption of information technologies-a practice that
would be responsive to the distinctive features of indigenous social systems and cultural values. Valdes
believes that information systems theory can be useful in guiding the process but does not specify how in any
detail.
Luyken’s “New Compunications
Technology and Global Information
Handling” is the most technical contribution to this volume. Because
Luyken is convinced that corporate
and state apologists of the information age deliberately ignore the
actual architecture and applications
of the new information technologies,
he methodically crafts a detailed
blueprint of the engineering of the
new “compunications” technology, a
technology that combines data storing and processing and telecommunications transports. He documents the
emergence of an integrated services
digital network that will eventually
carry all telecommunications on the
same carrier. Luyken claims that this
carrier will ignore national borders
and render bidirectional and mass
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media obsolete. At present all major
capitals have the capacity to plug into
the new global networks, but the
local loop extensions necessary to
wire national interiors into the system
are extremely scarce in Third World
nations. Moreover, levels of interior
penetration are a direct function of
gross national product. As a result,
the metropolitan/satellite domination
identified by world systems theorists
is likely to be exacerbated by the
new information technologies.
However, compunications technologies do not just imperil the information sovereignty of Third World peoples. The more the accumulated
knowledge of all disciplines is kept
in data banks, the more access to this
information will become the private
property of purveyors and those who
can afford their access fees. As a
result, even scholars in informationrich nations are becoming increasingly dependent upon affiliation with
well-financed/prestigious institutions-institutions that are not noted
for their hospitality to critical scholars. Luyken does not directly address
the implications of compunications
technologies for progress in science
and other disciplines. Nevertheless,
his data certainly support the conclusion that the new enclosure movement poses a profound threat to freedom of inquiry; for information,
unlike other commodities, “becomes
more valuable the longer it remains
relevant and can be held exclusively.
Qvortrup maintains that in a quantitative sense we already live in the
“information age” touted in A.T.&T.’s
ads-but, alas, not in the qualitative
sense. There are far more telephones,
televisions, videocassette recorders,
”
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computers, and satellite receivers in
the United States than prudent use
requires, but these information technologies have not provided the infrastructure for the advancement of collective enlightenment, human
maturity, or freedom. Moreover,
Ravault seems to suggest that there is
an inverse relationship between the
presence of technologies that encode
ways of apprehending and describing
the world in the binary categories of
data and information-processing
machines and the presence of substantive knowledge and wisdom.
The increase in information technologies has increased the barriers to
free access to the accumulated stock
of knowledge generated throughout
the world. Luyken describes the barriers erected by the new enclosure
movement: “after land, the means of
production, and capital, it is now
information (along with the sea and
space) that is to be nationally
monopolized for private exploitation.” Without critical intervention,
this enclosure movement may
deprive humankind of its intellectual
inheritance.

Intention and morality

Propaganda and Persuasion by
Garth S. Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell. Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage, 1986.
236 pages. $25.00 (hard), $12.95
(soft).
A review by Ted J. Smith I11

Virginia Commonwealth University
Like haute couture, certain ideas follow a cyclical course. One example

